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inducements to careful prospecting. It would be of great
value to grant permission to use any accessible water
power for mine operation and as a means of transporta-
tion, to assist the mine owner in securing and carrying
timber for the purpose of fuel or for poling the mines,
and to secure the application of special rates for mineral
ores on the part of railroads, vessels, and the harbor
companies.
It is desired that foreign capital may become inter-
ested.1 It is true that so far Turkey has not given entire
satisfaction to outside investors, but no one can challenge
the fact that the concessionaires on their part have
frequently failed to respect the legitimate interests of
this country.
With the signing of the peace, it is hoped that this
abnormal situation will come to an end; that Turkey
will show a more sincere welcome to foreign capital and
foreign technicians; that foreigners will refrain here-
after from utilizing diplomacy, might, and one-sided
policies; that they will both act within the limits of
mutual right and justice.
1 In a British Official document issued by the foreign office, dated Deeem-
ber 9, 1921, appears the following information regarding the securing of
Teal estate and the exploitation of mines:—
Foreigners whose Governments have adhered to the protocol of the 7th
Sefer, 1285 (see George Young's "Corps de Droit Ottoman,3' voL I, pw
335), may acquire real property in Turkey under the same conditions as
Ottoman subjects, that is, by subjecting themselves to tfie laws and usages
of the Ottoman Empire.
 2.	Permission for the exploitation of mines may be delivered to subjects
of foreign Powers under conditions laid down in the mining law of tfee
14th Sefer, 1324 (the 26th March, 1906), see "Corps de Broit Ottoman,"
voL VI, p. 17.
 3.	Mines may only be exploited in virtue of an Imperial irad&   Applica-
tion for a mining concession must be made to the Mines Atoinistrstiaa,
The concession is for a period of ninety-nine years, except in special circum-
stances when the Mines Administration have the power to give concessions
for a period of not more than, ninety-nine or less than forty years.
 4.	Prospecting licences may be obtained from the .Gavcsraor-Geaera! of
the province in which the applicant degires to prospect, or from tn« mntes-
sarif if it be in one of the non-dependest sanjaks (districts).—H €L M.

